Sound velocity of iron alloys and composition of the core
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The Earth’s core is considered to be composed of iron-nickel alloy with minor light elements [1]. The light elements in the core constrain the formation conditions of accretion, magma ocean and core formation stages of the early Earth. There are several studies on sound velocity measurements of the iron-light elements alloys to identify their abundance in the core [2]. However, the measurements are not enough to constrain the light element abundance in the core tightly due to the experimental difficulty to make measurements under the Earth’s core conditions. We measured the compressional velocity of the core forming materials by using the inelastic X-ray scattering at high pressure at the beamline BL35XU, Spring-8 [3]. We measured the compressional velocity of Fe,S [4], FeH [5], Fe,C, and FeSi alloy at high pressure and room temperature. Whereas, we measured the compressional velocity of hcp-Fe up to 163 GPa and 3000 K, and derived the temperature dependence of the Birch’s law for hcp-Fe. Combining our new data and previous data on the compressional velocity of hcp-Fe and iron-light element compounds, we estimated the light element abundance of the earth’s inner core. The present analysis implies that S, Si, and H can be the candidates for the major light elements in the inner core, whereas O and C may not be important light elements in the inner core. We also estimated the outer core composition based on the partition behavior of light elements between hcp-Fe and the metallic liquid determined at high pressure and temperature.